Optical Characteristics of Oil Palm Fresh Fruits Bunch (FFB) Under Three Spectrum Regions Influence for Harvest Decision
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Abstract—In current practice, appearance was used to determine ripeness for oil palm fresh fruits bunch (FFB), that accompanied by detachment of fruit-lets from the bunch. The FFB from marihat clone harvested at five ripeness stages, under ripeness (F0), ripeness (F1, F2, F3), and over ripeness (F4). At every ripeness stages, differences of oil content and pigment accumulation were observed on the bunch. All samples recorded using a digital camera (10 MPixels) from 2, 7, 10, and 15 meter distance, simulating variation of light intensity upon recording. During image recording, three lighting were used, namely ultraviolet lamp (320-380 nm), visible light lamp (400-700 nm) and infrared lamp (720-1100 nm), all have similar power output of 600watt. Camera point of view was set to cover a square area of 12.5cm by 12.5cm of the frontal area of FFB, each picture produced has 3888 by 2952 pixel. Image processing software created to extract digital RGB information from the images, and displayed the information in histogram. From the experiment, it was observed that the changes of intensity influence the RGB value of recorded image with reverse correlation, and longer wave light spectrum produce smaller RGB value. The correlation model among image recording distance and RGB of the image display similar nature. From three color channels, G_mean represents better correlation for sample’s oil content determination. Using UV and visible lighting, the FFB samples may be determined for harvest decision, up to seven meter observation distance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exporting oil palm products are among the key elements for Indonesian to generate their foreign exchange revenues [1-2]. By 2013, Indonesia export of palm oil and its derivatives make up 77.13% of country’s agricultural effluent [3] and top $ US 19 billion from export revenue [4]. Global demand and the spike in price, transform this product into main commodity, especially after Indonesian export of oil palm surpass Malaysia in 2006, and became the world top producer and exporter [2].

Beginning in 1997, a research by Indonesian Oil Palm Research Institute (IOPRI) identified significant potential revenue loss in most of Indonesian oil palm plantation, mainly due to inappropriate harvesting practice of fresh fruits bunch (FFB) [5]. When harvesting performed, the labor misjudged raw or unripe fresh fruit bunches (FFBs) and cropped it, while in other cases, ripe FFBs were missed harvested. Both mistakes account as plantations losses, and attain to more than 15 percent nationally [5]. Given the condition, it is necessary to explore the way of correct identification of oil palm FFB upon harvest. During ripening, oil palm FFB changes physiologically, and observed through the shift on their skin color due to pigment transformation and accumulation [1-2, 6-10]. However, human visual identification of color was subjective and prone to mistake due to mental and physical influences [11-13].

Current technologies enable the use of photosensitive-electro sensor devices to correctly measured the fruits color and monitor its physiological-related developments [14-16]. Application of such technologies for FFB quality inspections have been done in previous studies [1-2, 9-22]. However, these studies emphasized post-harvest condition of oil palm FFB prior to milling process, and to the best of our knowledge, there hasn’t any studies that utilize imaging technology for oil palm FFB quality determination prior to harvest.

Color-based and non-destructive quality inspections for agricultural products, i.e. fruits, generally performed by rapid, low-cost, and robust photosensitive-electro sensor imaging devices, such as digital camera [1-2, 9-16]. The device, accompanied by image processing software, became main choice for researchers, since it delivered consistent observations results [11-13]. The information stored in the recorded image can be extracted by the processing software...
and being used to make decision, especially related to the quality of the samples [11, 13]. However, since the device work by sensing incoming light reflected from the samples, spectrum and intensity of the light influence the imaging results, thus there may be alteration of information stored in the recorded images [11-13, 22-23]. Changes of information in the recorded image can be seen from differences in composition of red-green-blue (RGB) value and apparent in the image’s color histogram [24]. Therefore, the influence of light spectrum and intensity upon oil palm FFB quality inspections through imaging technique should be studied in advance.

Fruit ripening is a physiological process characterized by discoloration [14-16], and for oil palm FFB, correlated with the accumulation of oil in the mesocarp and kernels [11-13]. Thus, the oil content of FFB can be associated with its color display [1-2, 9, 11-13, 17-23]. Along with the physiological cycle, the FFB ripening process will reach its optimum point when the oil content in the mesocarp and kernels approaching to maximum level. Afterward, the degradation process commences, clearly identified by accelerating number of detached fruits from their bunch. Consequently, the FFB should be harvested at this optimum point.

The objective of this study is to observe changes of color properties from images of FFB at different ripeness stages, when recorded under different light level and spectrum ranges. The information will be used to correlate the RGB information for determining the accumulation of oil in FFB and harvest decisions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study performed on May 2013. The samples were oil palm fresh fruits bunch (FFB) of tenera variety from Marihat clone, grown in private company plantations in Bulik, Pangkalan Bun district, Central Kalimantan province, Indonesia (2° 05’ N, 111° 15’ E). All samples were taken from 8 years plants. The area is 20 – 50 m above sea level, relatively flat plains with undulating transitions between 0 to 25%. Annual rainfall range between 2000-2500 mm per year, and air temperature and humidity were 23 to 32 °C and 81 to 92% respectively.

Each FFB sample was first inspected by three expert panelists, where its ripeness determined based on the number of the detached fruitlet from the bunch and its fruits coloration. It was then harvested and cleaned from dirt and fiber, and then it was taken to the special room for imaging. The room was 17 m length long and three meter wide, and insulated from outside light. The wall painted with black color, and the room temperature maintained at 18 °C using air conditioner. Low room temperature intends to delay degradation process of oil in the fruits, which accelerated after harvested [25]. Different lamps were used to simulate FFB response under ultraviolet-visible-infrared radiation.

For recording the FFB images, two types of lamps were used, first an ultraviolet (UV) lamps which emitted light spectrum of 320-380 nm, and secondly a halogen lamps which emitted electromagnetic spectrum of visible light region (400-700 nm) and infrared (720-1100 nm). Both lamps have similar power output of 600 watt. Ultraviolet light used in order to determine the optical response of FFB through its surface light reflection under UV spectrum.

Whereas the halogen lamps be used to observe FFB optical response under visible light and Infrared (IR) spectrum. The fruits color of the FFB influenced by the composition of chlorophyll and carotene pigments in their skin. These two pigments have different response when illuminated under UV, visible, and IR light. The properties related to the light absorption criteria of the pigment [12].

A. Ultraviolet light FFB imaging

The FFB placed on a flat table with fully black background on the rear-center of the room, and then lighted using a pair of 300 watts UV lamps with wavelength properties of 320-360 nm. The lamps positioned 1 m away facing the FFB, and lamp-FFB-camera position formed a 45° line. A camera (EOS 60D, Canon, Japan), placed facing the FFB with lens positioned horizontally towards the focal-center of the sample, used to record the FFB image. The Camera lens has 75-1300 mm focal length and 2.8 apertures (f) size, and the camera sensor has 10 million pixels resolution. The camera shutter speed was set to 0.8 second, and the sensor light sensitivity (ISO) was set to 1600. Camera auto white balance program configured to be used under florescence light and the camera’s field of view was set accordingly in order to cover frontal-center section of the FFB with an area of 0,125 m x 0,125 m. The FFB image subsequently recorded from a distance of two, seven, 10, and 15 meter, by moving the camera rearward, straight away from the sample. Every recording replicated three times, and the information from these three images was inputted to the image processing software.

B. Visible light FFB imaging

For recording the FFB image under visible light, the UV lamps replaced with a pair of 300 watt halogen lamps. Other FFB imaging configuration remained the same, however, to compensate the different nature of visible light with UV, the camera configurations modified accordingly. The camera ISO and shutter speed used in this imaging were set to 100 and 1/60 sec respectively, and the camera auto white balance program configured to compensate image recording under incandescent light.

C. Near infrared light FFB imaging

Experiment configuration for recording FFB image under IR light remain the same with imaging setup under visible light. However, to let the camera sensor captured only IR light reflected from the FFB, a special light filter was placed in front of the lens, ensuring only light spectrum with more than 720nm wavelength passing the filter onto the camera sensor.

The Bayer filter mosaic layer on camera sensor formed a color filter array arranging red-green-blue (RGB) color for the sensor. This particular arrangement of Bayer filter mosaic layer color is used to create a color image, from most single-chip digital image sensors, particularly in digital cameras. The color image produced from the combination of RGB values in each pixel in the image. Therefore, even though UV and IR are monochromatic lights, every FFB image produced under these two lighting conditions remain a color image, and have RGB values in every pixel.
D. Chemical analysis

After all the imaging performed, the FFB immediately transfer to laboratory for chemical analyses. First, the fruit-lets separated from the FFB, and then the fruit-lets weighed and compared with the initial weight of FFB. Oil inside the fruit-lets extracted using soxhlet extrator, and the procedure followed the standard established by the Indonesian oil palm research institute [5], which agreed with previous studies [1, 12-13]. The amount of oil (OC) in each FFB sample measured by comparing weight of oil extracted and initial weight of FFB. The number then determined in percent.

E. Image processing and analysis

In order to acquire the optical features from each FFB sample, its recorded images need to be processed. In this study, the image processing software was developed using Visual Basic programming by utilizing the application-programming-interfaces feature in Microsoft windows (Win32 APIs). The feature is a Microsoft’s core set of application programming available inside the Microsoft Windows operating systems. The required tools necessary to build the software was provided by the developer support inside the Software Development Kit (SDK). The image processing software developed by utilizing the user-friendly object-oriented programming, created a more simple and easy to use software, and limited potential error from the operators. Three images from each FFB recording, from every imaging configuration, were loaded into the software automatically and it performed image segmentation to remove non-essential parts in the image. Subsequently, the value of red-green-blue (RGB) color from each pixel in the image calculated and presented in histogram. Histogram from these three images were then averaged to find the mean value of red (R_mean), green (G_mean), and blue (B_mean) from each image. These three information (R_mean, G_mean, B_mean) were considered as optical features from the recorded FFB.

F. Modelling the FFB optical responses

In order to select features of recorded image that can be used for FFB harvest determination, first the optical feature values from each image and its recording distance were plotted into graphs, based on its light spectrum group. Differences of image recording distance influence the intensity of light that captured by the camera sensor, thus correlated with the changes of R_mean, G_mean, and B_mean values of the images from same FFB sample. This relationship can be explained by means of linear regressions, where the correlation could be specified by equation 1

\[ y = ax + b \]  

(1)

where \( y \) represents the value of R_mean, G_mean, or B_mean; \( x \) represents image recording distance, \( a \) is coefficient of \( x \); and \( b \) is offset constant.

The “a” and “b” value in equation 1 explained the relationship between the recording distance and means of R, G, and B in recorded pictures.

The FFB samples harvested at different ripeness stages, where the bunch compositions, particularly the oil content, will be depend on its physiological development [25-26].

Therefore, to explain the relationship between oil content and the “a” and “b” values from each FFB, the data were plotted in graph grouped by the lighting condition during imaging. Alteration or shift in data compared to its information of oil content may reveal the nature of FFB features, which can be used as a sign that the samples have to be harvested. The sample which showed peculiar character will be selected, and its regression line as well as its R_mean, G_mean, and B_mean values will be considered as the threshold for determination of harvest.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Infrared and ultraviolet are electromagnetic spectrum which form a monochromatic light. These lights are invisible to the human eye, but not to the camera sensor. The sensor has the capability to detect parts of these lights. Therefore, even if no light or only fraction of light was visible during the FFB imaging under these lights, the reflected energy from FFB that reached the camera sensors was equable. In consequence, the images produced by camera consistently contained the recorded optical information from the FFB. Furthermore, most color camera sensor was coated by a Bayer film layer, which filtered incoming light into three color channels, namely red (R), green (G), and blue (B). These colors were arranged on each transistor of the sensor, in form of an array, and if combine, will give color information to the sensor. The color information will be translated by the electronics in the camera to produce a color image. The quality of the image, as well as how the color information processed into a color image will be depend on the camera technical specification.

In this study, all the FFB’s images produced by the camera were color pictures, including the image taken under UV and IR lights. The color information (R, G, and B) from these images considered as the optical properties of the FFB.

In order to utilize the color information (RGB) from the image, first the value of RGB information should be extracted by using image processing software. The software read three images from three imaging replication, and performed segmentation to exclude non-interest objects in the picture. Then, the information in the segmented image, hence the RGB, were calculated and displayed in histogram. The histogram data then processed into three main variables, namely R_mean, G_mean, and B_mean, by dividing sum of R, G, and B in each histogram with the image’s pixel size (10 millions). These variables and their image recording distance then plotted into graphs based on its lighting during imaging. Furthermore, the data in the graphs were analyzed by linear regression. The regressions provide information of light spectrum and intensity influence to the R_mean, G_mean, and B_mean information in the image.

The color information data of the FFB images taken under UV lighting explained in the figure 1. The figures show that the G_mean (Fig. 1b) gave lower value compared to the R_mean (Fig. 1a) and B_mean (Fig. 1c). The case continued even with changed of image recording distance. Similarly, the trend followed with images taken under visible light (Fig. 2) and IR (Fig. 3). All figures (1-3) displayed negative relationship between mean of RGB in the images with its recording distance.
Together with the increasing wavelength of the source light in this experiment (e.g. from ultraviolet to infrared), the images of a FFB taken from similar distance displayed a decreasing trend of color value. This was clearly showed when fig. 1 and 3 were compared. Every electromagnetic spectrum have its own characteristics, comprised of the wavelength, frequency, and radiance energy. All of three were interconnected to each other, and every alteration from one of the component will influence the others. Changing the illumination when imaging the FFB, from ultraviolet light to visible and infrared, means that the sample was illuminated under different wavelength, frequency and radiance energy. Therefore, the reflected light from FFB captured by the camera sensor will have differences, despite the power of light sources were similar. Since these lights have different properties, the way its transmitted through the air will be unequal to each other. Longer wavelength light tend to loose less energy when transverse through the air or atmosphere, compared to the shorter one.

**Fig. 1.** The value of R_mean (a), G_mean (b), and B_mean (c) of FFB images relative to their imaging distance when lighted under 600 watt ultraviolet light.

**Fig. 2.** The value of R_mean (a), G_mean (b), and B_mean (c) of FFB images relative to their imaging distance when lighted under 600 watt visible light.

**Fig. 3.** The value of R_mean (a), G_mean (b), and B_mean (c) of FFB images relative to their imaging distance when lighted under 600 watt infrared light.

In figure 4, the histograms of FFB images recorded under ultraviolet light displayed in chronological order, from R (fig. 4a), G (fig. 4b), and B (fig. 4c) color channels. The figures showed that the same FFB recorded from different distance displayed changes of histogram peak positions, height, and width, from higher digital number, or commonly known as most significant bit (MSB), to the lower digital number, or least significant bit (LSB), correspondingly with the increasing recording distance, in every color channel. When illuminated with visible (Fig. 5) and infrared light (Fig. 6), the histogram from recorded images of the same FFB showed similar alteration of peaks, where it move toward the LSB by increasing FFB recording distance. In addition to the position change, the peaks became higher and narrower with the increasing of the image recording distance, as well as the lighting spectrum. The differences clearly showed when the peaks of histogram of G from images of FFB recorded under ultraviolet (Fig. 4b) and IR (Fig. 6b) light were compared. In contrast, less variations observed when histogram of FFB images recorded under visible (Fig. 5) and IR (Fig. 6) light being compared. The results indicate that, by increasing the imaging distance, the color of FFB images became more solid. Furthermore, increasing the wavelength spectrum of lighting during imaging will double the effect, and created much more uniform and solid color of FFB image.
Using the features of FFB images, such as the histogram characteristics, and means of R, G, and B, the properties of FFB samples can be determined by correlating FFB image features with its properties. In order to find the correlation, first the R_mean, G_mean, and B_mean values of image should be related to the imaging distance by means of linear regression. The relationship between the recording distances and the mean value of RGB displayed in Fig. 7. The relationship for images recorded under UV light (Fig. 7a) showed that the linear regression line of G (dotted-line) lie below the regression line of B (bold-line) and R (dashed-line). Likewise, the regression line of images recorded under visible light (Fig. 7b) and IR (Fig. 7c). The regression line indicated the tone of relationship of two variables, namely recording distance and lighting spectrum, to the color properties (R, G, and B) of recorded image. In general, the relationship was negative toward recording distance, while for the lighting spectrum, the relationship explained through the line offset and incline. Unanimously, the mean value of RGB of the image became smaller when the wavelength of light for irradiation during imaging changed increased, from UV (320-380 nm) to visible (400-700 nm) up to IR (720-1100 nm). While the camera sensor has the ability to capture the UV and IR light, but due to the sensing limitation, only these wavelengths (320-380 nm for UV; and 720-1100 nm for IR) were taken into consideration in this study.

Every FFB produced different trend of its RGB value toward its image recording distance. It has been explained earlier, that this relationship could be determined through linear regression analysis. The Fig. 7 only represents one sample of FFB. For the rest of the samples, these relationships were presented as regression linear equations in Table 1.
Results of linear regressions in Table 1 showed how FFB’s color in image greatly influence by its imaging distance, spectrum of light used during imaging, and the oil content in the FFB mesocarp, which determine the fruit’s skin color in the FFB. This linear regression equation described how the optical properties of FFB sample. The optical properties mentioned can be observed by changes of linear regression inclination, or coefficient a, which indicate how much the recording distance influence the RGB color in image from recorded FFB sample. The offset value of the regression line, or the b constant, explained the maximum and minimum recording distance that can be applied to the FFB sample, on every color channels (R, G, and B).

From linear regression equations in Table 1, it is showed that the b value in the equation decrease when the wavelength of light used during imaging increased. This trend observed in all three color channels (RGB). The values of a in R color channel have positive relationship with the wavelength of light used during imaging, reciprocal with the values of a in G. In contrast, the values of a in B did not correlated to the wavelength of light used during imaging. Therefore, the R_mean and G_mean value from the FFB images were the preferable optical values that can be used to determine the harvest of FFB.

The FFB samples in this study have different oil content, since they were harvested at different ripeness stages. The oil content of FFB sample determined by the physiological development of the fruits when harvest. The physiological development of the FFB can be observed by the change of the fruit skin color. The change occurs due to the transformation of chlorophyll pigments into carotene [12, 14-16] in the mesocarp. The carotene pigment accumulates simultaneously with the maturation process of the FFB on the tree.

The FFB is not climacterics fruits, therefore, after the bunch harvested, the fruit’s physiological growth slowing down or even stop completely. Similarly, so does the ripening process and the oil accumulation in the fruit. The chlorophyll and carotene pigments contained in the organic material have a different response when irradiated by electromagnetic waves [27-28]. In this study, three types of lighting used during imaging have different features, correlated to their electromagnetic waves characteristics.

The longer wavelength of light used in this experiment, doesn’t necessary mean it is more suitable to be used for FFB properties determination, i.e. its oil content. In order to identify most suitable light spectrum for determining FFB properties, the value of a and b of the linear regression equations from table 1 were put into graphs and grouped based on the type of light used during imaging (Fig. 8 and 9).

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the value of a and the value of b influenced by the type of lighting or the light spectrum use for illumination during image recording. In addition, both values were also affected by the oil content of the sample. Furthermore, in Fig. 8 and Fig.9, the value of a and b that significantly different were marked with “*”. Moreover, in Fig. 8b, and Fig. 9b, the value of a and b in G color channel from FFB sample with oil content of 21.585% significantly different from other samples. The differences observed in all three light spectrums used for FFB image recording (UV, Visible, and IR). Based on its characteristics, the optical properties of FFB image in G color channel, and sample oil content of 21.585% selected as the threshold reference for harvest decision of FFB. The selection of FFB with oil content of 21.585% correspondingly with the results from previous studies, where FFB considered as ripe and need to be harvested when its oil content is 20-24% [5,29] or 21.43% [28].

Employing the selected optical properties of the FFB with oil content of 21.585%, the regression line of G from this FFB, as mentioned in the Table 1, plotted into the graph together with other G_mean values from all samples as displayed in Fig. 10. The threshold line intersected with several data of the samples in several points, whether from the FFB images recorded under UV (Fig 10a), visible (Fig. 10b), or IR (Fig. 10c) light. Based on the threshold, the samples may categorize as harvest based on its G optical properties. If the value of G_mean from a sample closed to the G_mean value of FFB with oil content of 21.585%, and they both placed below or above the threshold line, then the FFB sample can be consider as ripe and need to be harvested. However, this method for determining the harvest decision for the FFB sample cannot be generalized in all recording distance and in all imaging light spectrums.

In Fig. 10, all of the G_mean values, from the FFB images recorded from 2m, located above the threshold line. The cases occurred in all three lighting recording spectrum (Fig. 10a, 10b, and 10c). This condition indicated that FFB samples cannot be distinguished between ripe and unripe when its image recorded from the distance of 2m. Therefore, the harvest decision cannot be made with this imaging configuration. Likewise, the G_mean data from images of FFB recorded from 15 m, produced similar indistinguishable results. Accordingly, this recording distance is not suitable for assessing the FFB for harvest decision. In addition, the FFB imaging with visible and IR light displayed a zero value of threshold line when it crossed the x axis at 13.5 m. Consequently, this limited the maximum possible recording distance for FFB recorded under these lights.

At the time when the FFB recorded from the distance of 7 and 10 m, the values of G_mean of the samples located in both below and upper of the threshold line in the graph. Under UV light, when the samples recorded from 10 m, the FFB with oil content lower than 21.585% located above the threshold line, except the FFB with oil content of 13.687%. The reason for this misplace of the G_mean position, for the FFB with low oil content, possibly due to the similar resemblance of the FFB which fall within the camera point of view. For the FFB imaging under visible lighting, the images taken from 10 m distance have G_mean values smaller than the threshold line, except for the two samples with oil content of 24.3% and 26.223%. Furthermore, the IR light use for imaging, produce images with G_mean value greater than the threshold line, except for one FFB sample with oil content of 24.3%. The results indicated that recording distance of 10m for the FFB imaging did not produce significant segregation to distinguish the ripe FFB from the unripe, in all three imaging spectrums.
TABLE I
REGRESSION LINEAR MODEL EQUATION FOR MEAN OF RGB AND IMAGES RECORDING DISTANCE EXPLAINED BASED ON Eq. 1. THE A AND B VALUES IN THE EQUATION REPRESENT THE REGRESSION LINE INCLINATION AND OFFSET. THE DATA GROUPED BASED ON THE FFB SAMPLE OIL CONTENT AND SPECTRUM OF IMAGING LIGHTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFB Sample Oil content (%)</th>
<th>Imaging Spectrum</th>
<th>Linear regression of R Equation* R&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;²</th>
<th>Linear regression of G Equation* R&lt;sub&gt;G&lt;/sub&gt;²</th>
<th>Linear regression of B Equation* R&lt;sub&gt;B&lt;/sub&gt;²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.687</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -12.922x + 291.14 0.9579</td>
<td>G = -14.465x + 227.53 0.9363</td>
<td>B = -14.829x + 276.14 0.9882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -16.321x + 272.74 0.9737</td>
<td>G = -12.101x + 171.98 0.8930</td>
<td>B = -15.959x + 231.45 0.9209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.678x + 247.53 0.9239</td>
<td>G = -10.887x + 148.04 0.8353</td>
<td>B = -15.921x + 221.44 0.8767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.419</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -12.151x + 291.74 0.9406</td>
<td>G = -14.214x + 229.94 0.9514</td>
<td>B = -14.495x + 280.64 0.9319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -15.861x + 278.81 0.9877</td>
<td>G = -13.867x + 199.45 0.8852</td>
<td>B = -16.906x + 255.36 0.9922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.898x + 266.63 0.9333</td>
<td>G = -12.759x + 174.95 0.8264</td>
<td>B = -17.276x + 247.45 0.8838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.240</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -11.016x + 289.74 0.9207</td>
<td>G = -13.985x + 233.63 0.9522</td>
<td>B = -13.917x + 277.60 0.9992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -16.198x + 278.98 0.9939</td>
<td>G = -12.916x + 186.36 0.9104</td>
<td>B = -16.583x + 248.10 0.9501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.950x + 259.21 0.9504</td>
<td>G = -11.848x + 163.13 0.8502</td>
<td>B = -16.711x + 237.98 0.9022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.490</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -12.175x + 292.58 0.9260</td>
<td>G = -14.556x + 236.09 0.9679</td>
<td>B = -14.549x + 287.15 0.9766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -15.688x + 275.75 0.9886</td>
<td>G = -12.863x + 184.69 0.8881</td>
<td>B = -16.015x + 235.59 0.9197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.672x + 252.15 0.9192</td>
<td>G = -11.501x + 156.84 0.8180</td>
<td>B = -16.252x + 227.67 0.8657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.585</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -12.205x + 323.86 0.9860</td>
<td>G = -12.602x + 197.22 0.9281</td>
<td>B = -15.116x + 267.92 0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -14.588x + 239.26 0.9627</td>
<td>G = -9.6911x + 137.13 0.8656</td>
<td>B = -13.454x + 192.87 0.8935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -14.329x + 208.29 0.8782</td>
<td>G = -8.5914x + 115.87 0.7994</td>
<td>B = -13.428x + 184.04 0.8368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.376</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -13.492x + 290.13 0.9675</td>
<td>G = -14.349x + 224.08 0.9413</td>
<td>B = -15.399x + 279.67 0.9935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -15.752x + 274.57 0.9816</td>
<td>G = -12.360x + 178.14 0.8975</td>
<td>B = -15.896x + 235.83 0.9295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.460x + 251.00 0.9250</td>
<td>G = -11.199x + 153.51 0.8314</td>
<td>B = -16.057x + 226.93 0.8795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.896</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -11.669x + 293.5 0.9104</td>
<td>G = -14.881x + 242.17 0.9536</td>
<td>B = -14.723x + 282.03 0.9936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -16.506x + 274.49 0.9899</td>
<td>G = -13.113x + 186.04 0.8890</td>
<td>B = -16.691x + 244.60 0.9320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -17.040x + 257.05 0.9383</td>
<td>G = -12.098x + 164.54 0.8330</td>
<td>B = -16.746x + 234.65 0.8828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.904</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -14.449x + 292.53 0.9563</td>
<td>G = -14.300x + 218.21 0.9432</td>
<td>B = -15.908x + 283.13 0.9814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -15.109x + 255.36 0.9762</td>
<td>G = -11.222x + 159.64 0.8760</td>
<td>B = -14.502x + 210.47 0.9076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -15.412x + 229.51 0.9139</td>
<td>G = -9.8387x + 133.85 0.8168</td>
<td>B = -14.546x + 201.81 0.8582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.300</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -12.569x + 297.48 0.9101</td>
<td>G = -16.134x + 254.86 0.9510</td>
<td>B = -15.210x + 288.39 0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -13.587x + 243.38 0.6772</td>
<td>G = -12.784x + 183.23 0.6907</td>
<td>B = -14.807x + 226.02 0.7185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -14.627x + 270.34 0.7099</td>
<td>G = -11.642x + 180.93 0.7535</td>
<td>B = -15.166x + 243.10 0.7709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.223</td>
<td>UV</td>
<td>R = -9.033x + 309.11 0.9928</td>
<td>G = -14.848x + 234.83 0.9238</td>
<td>B = -13.770x + 286.10 0.9884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>R = -14.712x + 257.03 0.8687</td>
<td>G = -13.377x + 187.14 0.7664</td>
<td>B = -16.031x + 234.04 0.8055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>R = -16.120x + 241.60 0.7965</td>
<td>G = -12.297x + 164.09 0.7216</td>
<td>B = -16.538x + 229.39 0.7631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the negative values in the equation indicate that the values of mean of R, G, and B have negative relationship with the imaging distance of the FFB. The x in the equation indicate the imaging distance; the a value is the coefficient of x; and the b value are the offset value of equation.
For the recording distance of 7m, the mean $G_{\text{mean}}$ values of FFB images, recorded under UV and visible light, delivered results that can be used to segregate the ripe and unripe samples. Therefore, the most suitable imaging configuration to determine the FFB ripeness based on its oil content for harvest decision is to record FFB image from 7m using UV or Visible light. Moreover, the optical feature of FFB that can be used to distinguish a ripe FFB for harvest decision according to its oil content is the greenish of the fruits skin, illuminated with UV or visible light, and recorded using camera from 7m.

The threshold line in Fig. 10 is the linear regression equation of FFB with 21.585 % of oil content based on the relationship between its $G_{\text{mean}}$ and Recording distance. The line functioned as the boundary for segregating ripe and non-ripe FFB based on its $G_{\text{mean}}$ value from their image, recorded from 7m. The harvest decision of FFB performed through a comparison of $G_{\text{mean}}$ value from the sample with the $G_{\text{mean}}$ value from the threshold. The threshold line for UV lighting crossed the point of 109.006 at 7 m, based on its $G$ regression line equation in Table 1, which is $G = -12.602x + 197.22$. For the threshold line of visible light, the line crossed at 69.292 at 7m based on the equation in Table 1 ($G = 9.6911x + 137.13$). These values of $G_{\text{mean}}$ became the threshold for all the FFB assessment, for example, when a FFB examined using same imaging configuration, then if its $G_{\text{mean}}$ value smaller than threshold, then the corresponding FFB shall be consider as ripe and will be harvest.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the FFB optical properties were studied by recording the samples under different light spectrums, and recording distance variations. In addition, the FFB samples came in different ripeness, as well as its oil content. The optical properties of FFB identified through the color information from the recorded images. The image color information comprised of three color channels, namely R, G, and B. Through image analyses by means of image processing software, the R, G, and B information in image can be extracted and converted into histogram. The histogram then averaged and the results (mean of R, G, and B) compared with imaging distances to produce linear regression. The coefficient value of all linear regression
from samples were correlated to the sample’s oil content and grouped according to the lighting spectrum used during imaging. The sample with significant contrast was selected as the threshold basis using its regression line. The selected FFB for threshold was the sample with oil content of 21.585%. The optical feature selected for threshold comparison was the G_mean from the image. The threshold in this study can distinguished the ripening stages of FFB samples and its harvest determination, which correlated to their oil content by recording the sample images from 7 m under UV or visible lights. Harvesting the FFB can be decided whenever the images of observed sample have the G_mean value lower than 109.006 or 69.292 when it is recorded from 7 m under UV and visible light, respectively.

The potential for applying this study results is vast, due to the rapid growth of palm oil plantation area in Indonesia [30]. A further study is required to explore the methods for FFB harvest decision through its ripeness and oil content assessment from closer or farther distance.
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